AC CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION UPDATES
Week of July 31st – Aug 11th

Interior

Week of June 31st
- Piping installation to continue in DAIRY, EXT. ENG., NEW COX, POULTRY, OLD COX and MACRAE Buildings. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- For the work in NEW COX it will be through a part of the hallway and through some computer, physics labs. Some items in this area will have to be moved for work to proceed and will be coordinated with DAL. (Expect some disruption with some of this work).
- For the work in MACRAE it will be through a part of the hallway and through staff areas. Some items in this area will have to be moved for work to proceed and will be coordinated with DAL. (Expect some disruption with some of this work).
- Asbestos abatement will be completed in EXT. ENG. early in the week. Some items in the area of work will need to be moved for work to proceed and will be coordinated with DAL. (Expect some disruption with some of this work).
- Piping in DAIRY building in women’s washroom and over adjacent offices/storage to continue. (Expect disruption with some of this work).
- One small piping crew to start back working in BOULDEN, CHUTE, HALEY, JENKINS, RUMINANT, and HANCOCK, CUMMINGS. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Demolition to continue in OLD COX, EXT. ENG Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Civil work for concrete pads will follow in HANCOCK, POULTRY, CUMMINGS, BANTING, MACRAE, EXT. ENG., LANGILLE, OLD COX and NEW COX Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Electrical and Control work to continue throughout buildings for equipment mounting and conduit runs. CHUTE, BOULDING, RUMINANT, LANGILLE, HALEY, JENKINS HALL, HANCOCK, EXT. ENG., AQUA, CUMMINGS, BANTING, and MACRAE Buildings. (Chance of minor noise with this work, hammer drilling, etc.)

Week of Aug 7th
- Piping installation to continue in EXT. ENG., NEW COX, POULTRY, OLD COX and MACRAE Buildings. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- For the work in NEW COX it will be through a part of the hallway and through some computer, physics labs. Some items in this area will have to be moved for work to proceed and will be coordinated with DAL. (Expect some disruption with some of this work).
- For the work in MACRAE it will be through a part of the hallway and through staff areas. Some items in this area will have to be moved for work to proceed and will be coordinated with DAL. (Expect some disruption with some of this work).
- One small piping crew to start back working in BOULDEN, CHUTE, HALEY, JENKINS, RUMINANT, and HANCOCK, DAIRY, CUMMINGS. (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Demolition to continue in OLD COX, EXT. ENG Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Civil work for concrete pads will follow in HANCOCK, POULTRY, EXT. ENG., OLD COX and NEW COX Buildings (Chance of minor noise with this work)
- Electrical and Control work to continue throughout buildings for equipment mounting and conduit runs. CHUTE, BOULDING, RUMINANT, LANGILLE, HALEY, JENKINS HALL, HANCOCK, EXT. ENG., AQUA, CUMMINGS, BANTING, and MACRAE Buildings. (Chance of minor noise with this work, hammer drilling, etc.)

Exterior

South
- Continue Testing Heating System Pipe
- Pour Concrete in Bollards
- Patch in Excavated areas.

North
- Continue Road Closure on Cox Road from Cox Institute (New) to Cox Institute (Old)
- Backfilling Pipe at Banting.
- Install Pipe to Banting Building.
- Excavate across Cox Road to Library Area.
- Trench to Library.
- Install Pipe to Library including welding
- Backfilling at library.
- Finish Trenching to Old Cox Institute
- Start work in Manholes.
- Coring at Cox Institute Old.
- Start Propane Pad at Old Cox

COX
- Loading Door Entrance will be closed from July 31-Aug 9th for work around the exit. Greenhouse loading roll up door will still be accessible.
- New lighting soffits and fascia
- Masonry cleaning
- Interior finishes will begin, crack fill, paint, new window stools
- New roller blinds
- ** Over the next week there will be a bit more traffic in the class rooms than there has been the past months. Now that all new glass has been installed Jones’ needs to tie everything together with the new interior finishes. **